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In recent years, Hilbert–Huang Transform (HHT) is widely used to analyze nonlinear and non-stationary
signals in various applications, such as seismic and biomedical signal processing. In HHT, the Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) is the key component for decomposing natural signals into intrinsic mode
functions (IMFs). Since the EMD suffers from mode-mixing problem, in which some fast intermittent
signals riding on a slow-oscillating wave, the Ensemble-EMD (EEMD) is proposed to solve this problem
with the aids of noise. However, the EEMD requires high computational complexity in ensemble and
is unsuitable for some real-time applications, such as ultrasound systems. In this paper, intermittent
signals are modeled in mathematical forms for IMF decomposition. We then propose sinusoidal-assisted
EMD (SAEMD) for efficient and effective HHT computation to solve mode-mixing problems. The type I of
SAEMD (SAEMD-I) is initially proposed to solve the mode-mixing problem with very low computational
complexity. However, if the maximum frequency of data is unknown in some real-world applications,
the SAEMD-I may encounter estimation error caused by imprecise locations of extrema. For practical
data, the type II of SAEMD (SAEMD-II) is proposed to solve the sampling rate issue. Compared with the
ensemble-100 EEMD, the SAEMD-II can have 11–13 times improvement in terms of computation speed in
El Niño application and comparable correlation coefficient (−0.95 at IMF 8). Hence, the proposed SAEMD-
II scheme is a good candidate of implementing cost-effective HHT when computational complexity and
real-time data processing are of major concern.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Hilbert–Huang Transform (HHT) is a powerful tool to ana-
lyze nonlinear and non-stationary signals, such as seismic wave,
ocean wave, and biomedical signals [1–3]. The HHT consists of
the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and the Hilbert Spectral
Analysis (HSA) [1]. The EMD is a key component to decompose a
signal into Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) and a residue. However,
the EMD suffers from mode-mixing problem which can be illus-
trated as some fast intermittent signals riding on a slow-oscillating
wave in Fig. 1 [2]. Since the intermittent noise is inevitable in nat-
ural signals [2], one of the most important problems in HHT is to
decompose the mode-mixing signals effectively.

In [4], the authors try to solve the mode-mixing problem with
online-EMD and FIR filter. However, the designs of the sliding win-
dow size and the FIR coefficients are the major problems. In [5],
the masking method is proposed to add and substrate a pure-tone
cosine signal before EMD for assisting the decomposition of the
mode-mixing signals. In [6], the masking method is enhanced as
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a systematic algorithm with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) anal-
ysis for the synthetic signals comprising multiple pure tones. The
masking method is the first approach to solve the mode-mixing
problem with sinusoidal aids, and we categorize these works into
sinusoidal-assisted data analysis (SADA). In the masking methods, the
frequency of the added sinusoidal signal is required to be higher
than all the frequency components in data. However, when the
maximum frequency in data reaches half sampling rate, which
is the maximum frequency to be observed, the sinusoidal signal
cannot be generated without aliasing. Therefore, these works are
only applied to simple synthetic signals and unsuitable for com-
plex natural signals, such as Length of Day and El Niño in [2]. The
Ensemble-EMD (EEMD) [2] is later proposed by Wu and Huang to
overcome the mode-mixing problem with noise-aids in 2009. The
EEMD can decompose complex natural signals; however, it requires
high computational complexity to reduce the effects of additive
noises. The high computational complexity of EEMD is not accept-
able for some real-time applications, such as ultrasound systems
[7]. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to propose a low-
complexity SADA-based algorithm to solve the mode-mixing prob-
lem with comparable quality performance of EEMD, even when the
amount of data is large.
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Fig. 1. An example of the mode-mixing problem in HHT [2].
The concept of our approach is presented as follows. Since the
properties of IMF are defined by the example of a pure-tone sig-
nal biased with different values [1], the amplitude variation is not
considered. However, the intermittent signal can be treated as a
special case of amplitude-modulation (AM) signal where the min-
imal amplitude is zero. Therefore, the mode-mixing is an extend-
ing problem of the amplitude variation. The proposed sinusoidal-
assisted EMD (SAEMD) algorithm is to globally bias the amplitude
of intermittent signals to be a periodic signal. Hence, the biased
signal can easily be decomposed by the EMD with consistent ex-
trema rate. Compared with the masking method, the SAEMD adds
a cosine-like signal of the same extrema location with the inter-
mittent signals. Therefore, even when the maximum frequency in
data is half the sampling rate, the SAEMD can solve the mode-
mixing problem. The main contributions of this paper are as fol-
lows:

1. The AM model is proposed to explain the problem of obtain-
ing instantaneous frequency (IF) for the intermittent signals.
Based on the AM model, the bandwidth limitation of inter-
mittent signals is defined for separating the frequency com-
ponents of mode-mixing. The amplitude-bias of intermittent
signals is proposed to solve the mode-mixing with SADA. The
empirical value of sifting iterations in EEMD can be proven in
Section 3.2.

2. Based on SADA, we derive two SAEMD algorithms (SAEMD-I
and SAMED-II) to solve the mode-mixing problem. SAEMD-I
is proposed to solve the mode-mixing problem in very low
computational complexity. However, when the sampling rate is
not higher than 20 times the maximum data rate, the SAEMD-I
suffers from estimation error in the process of interpolating
upper and lower envelopes. The SAEMD-II is then proposed in
Section 5 to further reduce the estimation error encountered
in SAEMD-I.

3. We apply SAEMD-II for the application of El Niño-Southern
Oscillation. The correlation coefficient of IMFs for negative
Cold Tongue Index (−CTI) and South Oscillation Index (SOI)
by SAEMD-II are all higher than 0.8 in the range from 2 to
20 years. The performance is comparable with the results of
EEMD in [2]. Nevertheless, in terms of computation speed, the
SAEMD-II gains 11–13 times improvement compared with the
ensemble-100 EEMD with 0.4 of noise amplitude.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review the EMD and EEMD algorithms for obtaining correct IF and
introduce the problem of intermittent signals. In Section 3, the AM
model for the intermittent signals and the bandwidth limitation of
IMFs are introduced to solve the mode-mixing. In Section 4, we de-
rive SAEMD-I algorithm to present the 3 design issues. In Section 5,
the sampling rate problem is introduced and we derive SAEMD-II
algorithm to reduce the estimation error from sampling rate prob-
lem. In Section 6, some real-world applications and computational
complexity are analyzed. Finally, Section 7 concludes the work of
this paper.
2. Background overview and problem formulation

2.1. Instantaneous frequency

Because obtaining correct instantaneous frequency (IF) is im-
portant in HHT, a brief view of instantaneous frequency is intro-
duced. Given a signal, s(t), and its Hilbert transform [8],

ŝ(t) = 1

π
p.v.

∞∫
−∞

s(τ )

t − τ
dτ , (1)

form the analytic signal

z(t) = s(t) + j · ŝ(t) = a(t) · e jθ(t) (2)

at time stamp t , where p.v. is the Cauchy principal value. The sig-
nal is described by the time-varying amplitude

a(t) =
√

s2(t) + ŝ2(t)� 0, (3)

and the time-varying phase

θ(t) = tan−1[ŝ(t)/s(t)
]
. (4)

The IF of the signal is defined as dθ/dt which is expected to
be positive. In order to obtain meaningful IF, which is defined as
a positive IF in [1], the data have to impose the restrictive condi-
tions which have been discussed by Gabor [9], Bedrosian [10] and
Boashash [11]: for any analytic function (2) to have a meaning-
ful IF, the real part of its Fourier transform mustn’t have negative
frequency components [1]. It has already been proofed mathemat-
ically by Titchmarsh [12]. N.E. Huang [1] has proposed the new
restrictive conditions for IF as the requirements of IMF.

In [1,2], the data is decomposed by EMD/EEMD into the IMF
components, denoted as Ci , and a residue, denoted as rn . The equa-
tion is illustrated as:

x(t) =
n∑

i=1

Ci + rn. (5)

The IMF is defined as local zero-mean for obtaining the correct IF
and has to satisfy two conditions [1]: (1) the number of extrema
and the number of zero-crossings must either be equal, or differ at
most by one, and (2) the means of upper envelope and lower one
must be zero at any time.

2.2. Solving the mode-mixing problem by using EEMD

In Fig. 2(a), the EMD iteratively uses the sifting process to ob-
tain local zero-mean until the remains is an IMF or a residue
(trend); the sifting process of EMD is composed of (1) finding
extrema, (2) interpolating upper/lower envelope by maxima/min-
ima, and (3) sifting means of upper envelope and lower one. In
HHT, the EMD suffer from the mode-mixing problem. In Fig. 1,
the mode-mixing problem can be illustrated as an example that
intermittent signals riding on slow-oscillating wave. After EMD,
because the intermittent signals contribute no extrema in the stop-
ping intervals, the intermittent signals cannot be separated from
the slow-oscillating wave.
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of (a) EMD and (b) EEMD.
Fig. 2(b) shows the flow charts of EEMD, where AWGN is the
Additive White Gaussian Noise, std is the noise amplitude in terms
of standard deviations, and Ne is the ensemble number. For solv-
ing the mode-mixing, the EEMD treats the EMD as basic function
blocks and repeats Ne times with different AWGNs. Since the EMD
can decompose the data with consistent extrema rate, the mode-
mixing signals have no consistent extrema rate due to the in-
termittent signal. The EEMD fairly spread the noise in time and
frequency domains to make the extrema rate consistent in each
IMF. As a result, the EEMD can solve the mode-mixing problem. In
order to reduce the influence of AWGNs, the EEMD then obtains
the ensemble IMFs as the final results. Therefore, the computa-
tional complexity of the EEMD is at least Ne times higher than
that of the EMD. In EEMD [2], the Std is suggested in the range
of (0.1, 0.4) which varies for different applications and the Ne is
generally set around 100 or more. When the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of IMFs is required double with the same noise amplitude,
the Ne needs to be doubled [2].

2.3. The limitation of IMF in analyzing intermittent signals

In EMD [1], Huang proposes that the limitation of IMF is local
zero-mean for obtaining correct IF by the example of simple sine
waves biased with different constant values. The amplitude varia-
tion of the sine waves is not considered, so the amplitude variation
causes some problems in EMD. One of the most important prob-
lems is the intermittent signals with oblivious amplitude variation;
another one is the mode-mixing which is the intermittent signals
mixing with other frequency-scale signals. Therefore, the mode-
mixing is the extending problem of the intermittent signals.

Because most of the intermittent signals are wideband, the in-
termittent signals cannot satisfy the narrowband assumption of
IMF in [1]. In order to extend the work in [1] from narrowband
to the intermittent signals, in this paper, the intermittent signals
are modeled as a special case of AM signals in which the minimal
amplitude is zero. Therefore, we should start from the AM model
of intermittent signal to obtain the correct IF. Second, based on the
AM model, the local bandwidth limitation must be specified to sat-
isfy the dyadic property of IMF [1] and to solve the mode-mixing
problem.

Based on the assumption of stationary-phase method [13], the
carrier frequency is fixed to a constant value and the effects of
amplitude variation are observed. The AM (dual-sideband) signal
is modeled as
s(t) = A(t) · cos(ωc · t + θ). (6)

ωc is the carrier frequency and

A(t) =
∑

i

ai cos(ωi · t + θi) (7)

is the amplitude in Fourier series. According to (3), A(t) must
never be negative at all timing intervals t . According to Bedrosian
[10], only when all the ωi < ωc , the Hilbert transform of s(t) could
be A(t) · sin(ωc · t + θ) and A(t) could be the amplitude of z(t) in
(2).

In order to obtain correct IF [1] of intermittent signals, a simple
AM model is applied, where A(t) = β + cos(ωc · t/4) is the ampli-
tude of z(t) biased with different β and the frequency of A(t) is
discussed in Section 3.1. The AM model uses the minimal number
of frequency components to form an intermittent signal. Fig. 3(a)
shows the two AM signals:

(a) β > 1: S1(t) is AM signal (solid line), and IF is constant.
(b) β = 1: S2(t) is intermittent signal (dash line), and IF is a pulse

of π/2 amplitude when A(t) approaches zero surrounding t =
25 and 150.

According to (3), amplitude mustn’t be negative. Hence, β < 1 is
not considered in this example. Fig. 3(b) shows that the amplitude
plot is a simple sine wave. The amplitudes of these two cases have
the same variations and are only biased by different values.

When β > 1, S1(t) is a fundamental set of AM signal with
constant carrier frequency in Fig. 3(a). Under this condition, the
amplitude is always larger than zero in Fig. 3(b). The AM signal
satisfies the requirements of local zero-mean and non-negative IF
for HHT. After Hilbert transform, Fig. 3(c) shows that the IF of S1(t)
is a constant value for all times. In Fig. 3(b), when β = 1 sets the
minimal amplitude of S2(t) to be zero, S2(t) is a typical set of
intermittent signals. In Fig. 3(c), after Hilbert transform, the real
parts of z(t) remain zero and only the image parts slightly vary
surrounding the stopping intervals (t = 25 and 150). Because the
variations of image parts of z(t) are much larger than the real parts
of z(t), the instantaneous phase of S2(t) varies between ±π/4.
Therefore, the IF is a pulse with amplitude of π/2 at these points.
The minimal IF of S2(t) is negative and does not satisfy the re-
quirement of non-negative IF in HHT.
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Fig. 3. (a) Two AM signals, S1(t) and S2(t), are generated by A(t) · cos(ωct) and ωc is the carrier frequency of the AM signals. (b) The time-varying amplitudes of S1(t)
and S2(t) are generated by A(t) = β + cos(ωc · t/4 − π/4) � 0 which are biased with different βs. S1(t) (solid line) is β > 1 and S2(t) (dot line) is β = 1. (c) shows the
corresponding instantaneous frequency. The meaningful instantaneous frequency is expected to be always positive, but S2(t) have negative value at the time intervals of
amplitude = 0.
Mathematically, the case of β = 1 can be equivalent to

s(t) = lim
β→1+

[
β + cos(ωc · t/4)

] · cos(ωc · t). (8)

After Hilbert transform, the IF can be derived to a constant value
and be equivalent to the case of β > 1. As a result, the ampli-
tude of the intermittent signal can be enhanced with a slight value
such that the correct IF can then be obtained. The challenge of
the mode-mixing problem is the difficulty to obtain the means of
the fastest intermittent signals; it is similar with the intermittence
model proposed in this section. By this rule, we can bias the am-
plitude of the fastest intermittent signals to obtain the correct IF
and the means for IMF decomposition in the mode-mixing prob-
lem.

2.4. Summary

In Hilbert transform, the IF is required to be positive. In EMD,
the properties of IMF are defined to fit the positive requirement
of IF. The properties of IMF are produced from a pure-tone sig-
nal with different bias values. However, the amplitude variation
of signal is not considered. We introduce the AM model to ex-
plain the problem to obtain IF for intermittent signals. The ampli-
tude of intermittent signals must be biased first to obtain correct
IF. The amplitude-biasing method is the fundamental concept of
the proposed SAEMD algorithm to solve the mode-mixing prob-
lem.
3. Proposed sinusoidal-assisted EMD (SAEMD) algorithm

3.1. AM modeling and bandwidth limitation of intermittent signals

Signal separation of different scales plays a crucial role in
mode-mixing problem in the EMD algorithm. When the Hilbert
transform uses time-varying amplitude and phase to describe sig-
nal, the intermittent signals have zero amplitude in the stopping
intervals. Therefore, the amplitude of intermittent signals is not
continuous, and frequency (phase variation) is the only constraint
to identify which intermittent signals are grouped into the same
IMF. As a result, it is important to discuss the carrier frequency and
bandwidth limitation of intermittent signals. In order to extend the
previous work of two-tone signal separation [14] for intermittent
signal, an AM signal is analyzed and simplified as a continuous-
time model

x(t) = [
a + b cos(2π f t + ϕ)

] · cos(2πt), t ∈ Z, (9)

where a is the average amplitude and b is the magnitude of am-
plitude variation. Targeting on the case f ∈ [0,1] in [10], the
cos(2πt) term is the carrier frequency component and the a +
b cos(2π f t + ϕ) term is the lower frequency amplitude. Inter-
mittent signals can be locally formulated by the composition of
multiple AM models with the same carrier components and the
AM model can be used to find the bandwidth limitation. Because
of the positive amplitude limit of AM model in Section 2.3, a > b
must be satisfied for all times.

Starting from the review of proof in [14], for ti ∈ Z, the maxima
locate around ti and the minima locate around ti + 1/2. In Fourier
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transform, the Dirac combs associated with maxima and minima
samplings are:

Wmax/min(v) =
∑
k∈Z

(±1)kδ(v − k), (10)

where v is the normalized frequency. The (−1)k term comes from
the time shift between the two samplings [14]. Convolving these
with the signal in the Fourier domain, we obtain the Fourier rep-
resentations of the maxima/minima sets (resp. Smax and Smin):

Smax/min(v) = (Wmax/min ∗ x)(v). (11)

If we then use an interpolation scheme that, when the knots
are equally spaced, can be expressed in terms of digital filtering
(e.g., Shannon, splines, . . . ) with frequency response I(v) for unit
spaced knots, the envelopes (emax(t) and emin(t)) have the Fourier
representations:

emax/min(v) = I(v)(Wmax/min ∗ x)(v). (12)

Therefore, sampling theory is applied for interpolating the up-
per and lower envelopes. Based on Nyquist–Shannon sampling
theorem, the bandwidth limit fmax of AM model’s amplitude is ini-
tially bounded by 1/2 in terms of carrier frequency of AM model.
fmax � 1/2 can be achieved by the first iteration of sifting process
in EMD. The AM model can be expanded as

x(t) = a · cos(2πt) + b · {cos
[
2π(1 + f )t + ϕ

]
+ cos

[
2π(1 − f )t + ϕ

]}
, (13)

where f < fmax. The fmax is an important value in the separation
of intermittent signals to solve the mode-mixing problem. Inter-
polating upper and lower envelopes in the EMD algorithm can be
considered as a low-pass filter for the amplitude of AM model. In
order to discuss the bandwidth limitation of intermittent IMF, a re-
view of some properties [2] of original EMD is presented:

1. The EMD is a dyadic filter bank for any white (or fractional
Gaussian) noise-only series;

2. When the data is intermittent, the dyadic property is often
compromised in the original EMD;

3. Adding noise to the data could provide a uniformly distributed
reference scale, which enables EMD to repair the compromised
dyadic property.

According to the dyadic property in [2], the ratio of the maxi-
mum frequency to the minimum one in (13) should satisfy

(1 + fmax)/(1 − fmax)� 2. (14)

Therefore, the normalized maximum frequency of amplitude
should satisfy

fmax � 1/3. (15)

Substitute (15) into (13), and the normalized bandwidth of AM
model f s must satisfy

1 − fmax � f s � 1 + fmax ⇒ 2/3 � f s � 4/3. (16)

It can explain why the frequency of amplitude in Fig. 3 is set to
ωc/4, which is less than the bandwidth limitation of amplitude in
(15). The bandwidth limitation of amplitude can be implemented
by controlling the iterations of sifting process in HHT.

There are some instances of proof in previous works to support
the bandwidth limitation of the intermittent IMF proposed in this
paper:
Fig. 4. AWGN is decomposed by EMD into IMFs. The Fourier spectra of IMFs 2–9
are redrawn and the Fourier spectrum of the nth IMF is shifted to the left by (n −
2) ln 2 for IMFs 3–9 [15]. The distance among the center frequency and the cut-off
frequencies are 0.28 (= ln(4/3)) and 0.41 (= − ln(2/3)) respectively. It follows the
2/3 and 4/3 cut-off frequency ratio.

Fig. 5. The relation between normalized cut-off frequency and sifting iterations in
the sifting process is shown in [14]. In order to achieve 2/3 cut-off frequency ratio,
the sifting iterations are fixed to 11.

(1) The IMFs of AWGN by the EMD are analyzed in Fourier spec-
trum [15]. In Fig. 4, the differences between 2 cut-off period
of the 2nd–9th IMFs and their mainlobe period are 0.28 =
ln(4/3) and −0.41 = ln(2/3) in ln(T ) domain, respectively.
The theoretic cut-off frequency ratios of 2/3 and 4/3 can be
observed.

(2) The 2/3 cut-off frequency ratio in this paper is correspond-
ing to the critical cut-off frequency ratio for the over-simple
model composed of 2-tone signals in [14]. If the frequency ra-
tio is above 2/3, it is impossible to separate the 2 components,
whatever the amplitude ratio [14].

3.2. Implement the EMD algorithm for the bandwidth limitation

In order to match the bandwidth limitation, we apply the AM
model to the EMD algorithm. Based on the assumption of the AM
model, the extrema rate is fixed to ωc/π and the space of ex-
trema is fixed to 2π/ωc . According to the proof of cubic spline in
[14], when the extrema rate is consistent, the frequency response
of cubic-spline interpolation follows

Ic.s.(v) =
(

sin(π v)

π v

)4

· 3

2 + cos(2π v)
, (17)

where v is the normalized frequency with respect to the carrier
(center) frequency. Since the upper and lower envelopes in EMD
are computed by cubic spline, the means of upper envelope and
lower one also obey the frequency response. As a result, the char-
acteristic of the EMD for the AM model can be represented as

F (v) = [
1 − Ic.s.(v)

]Ni
. (18)

Ni is the iteration number of each IMF. Fig. 5 shows the relation
between cut-off frequency and sifting iterations. To meet the pro-
posed 2/3 cut-off frequency ratio, the iteration number of IMF
locates at 11. Therefore, when extrema rate is consistent, we can
locally sift the ω � 2/3 · ωc components with 11-iteration siftings
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Fig. 6. (a) An AM signal (black solid line) is modulated by amplitude A(t) = 2 + cos(ωd · t). ωd < ωc/3 and ωc is the carrier frequency of the AM signal. After EMD, the upper
and lower envelopes are plotted by the dashed line and the mean of envelopes is the gray line. The mean is always zero. (b) After FFT, the frequency of signal has three peaks
(circle) and the frequency of mean is always zero (spot). (c) When ωd = ωc/3, the mean is a pure-tone signal. (d) The frequency of the mean locates at 2/3 · ωc(= ωc − ωd).
The low frequency under 2/3 · ωc could be sifted by EMD.
in EMD. It can explain why the iteration number of EEMD is set
around 10, which is the empirical value proposed in [2]. In EEMD,
the concept of signal added with noise before EMD can be con-
sidered as an approximation of consistent extrema rate for each
IMF.

To examine the theoretical result, a simple experiment can be
conducted by applying EMD with the AM model, where A(t) =
2 + cos(ωd · t) and ωd varies from 0 to ωc/3. As shown in Fig. 6,
when ωd < ωc/3, the mean of upper and lower envelopes is zero.
When ωd = ωc/3, the mean of upper and lower envelopes locates
at 2/3 · ωc in frequency domain. After 11 iterations of sifting, the
half energy of the 2/3 · ωc component can be removed.

3.3. Applying AM model to mode-mixing signals

In real-world applications, the extrema rates are generally in-
consistent (the mode-mixing problem) and violate the require-
ments of AM model. It is because the intermittent noise is in-
evitable in real-world applications [2]. To overcome the mode-
mixing problem, the bandwidth limitation of the AM model in Sec-
tion 3.1 is used to separate the intermittent components from the
slow-oscillating ones. Based on Section 3.2, the center frequency
of AM model is set to fit the fastest intermittent signals. Therefore,
after biasing the amplitude of the fastest intermittent signals, the
extrema rate is consistent for EMD-based decomposition.

By the proposed frequency threshold, the temporary frequency
by the extrema rate is bounded within the range of (2/3 ·ωc , 4/3 ·
ωc). In summary, we can obtain the following rules of intermittent
IMF decomposition.

1. All frequency components of the (i − 1)th IMF must be higher
than 4/3 in terms of the ith IMF center frequency.

2. All frequency components of the (i + 1)th IMF must be lower
than 2/3 in terms of the ith IMF center frequency.

3. The temporary center frequency of intermittent IMF must be
bound by (2/3 · ωc , 4/3 · ωc), where ωc is the average center
frequency.
According to the theoretical results, the mode-mixing problem
can be expressed as Fourier series in local time scales and sep-
arated as low-frequency means, the fastest IMF center frequency,
and harmonic terms

s(t) =
2ωc/3∑

i=0

ai cos(it + θi)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
low frequency means

+
4ωc/3∑

i=2ωc/3

ai cos(it + θi)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IMF mainlobe

+
∞∑

i=4ωc/3

ai cos(it + θi)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
harmonic terms︸ ︷︷ ︸

IMF

(19)

with the cut-off frequency at 2/3 and 4/3 in terms of ωc . The
sifting process of EMD is to sift the frequency components lower
than or equal to 2/3 · ωc .

3.4. Design concept of type-I SAEMD algorithm (SAEMD-I)

In this subsection, we propose the type-I SAEMD algorithms
(SAEMD-I) to solve the mode-mixing problem with sinusoidal-
assisted data analysis. In this paper, the SADA is defined that a
pure-tone sinusoidal or sinusoidal-like functions are added into
data to help the signal extraction. The SAEMD-I adds a cosine-
like function to bias the amplitude of intermittent signals and to
help signal extraction with consistent extrema rate. After the sift-
ing process, the self-added sinusoidal function remains in the IMF
and can be easily removed. In comparison, the EEMD adds AWGN
for noise-assisted data analysis and the AWGN fairly spread in time
and frequency domains which cannot be easily removed. Therefore,
the EEMD requires high computational complexity in ensemble to
reduce the influence of AWGN. As a result, the SAEMD-I is pro-
posed to solve the mode-mixing problem with low computational
complexity. For boundary conditions, how to decompose the IMF
without large prediction error is very important. In SAEMD algo-
rithms, the ISBM (improved slope-based method) [16] is applied to
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Table 1
Pseudo code of SAEMD-I.

Algorithm: SAEMD-I: Input data = x(t)

1. Find extrema points of x(t).
2. Finding the minimal local period Tc of intermittent signals.
3. According to Tc , categorize the ith extrema point into

(1) Intermittent region and
(2) slow-oscillating region.

4. Generate a sinusoidal signal gcos(t) with period Tc and amplitude Agcos, such that the amplitude-
biased signal x′(t) = x(t) + gcos(t) has consistent extrema rate.

5. Find the extrema points of x′(t).
6. Compute the upper (�20/Tc	) and lower (e−(t)) envelopes of x′(t)
7. Sift mean of the upper and lower envelopes:

new x(t) = x(t) − [e+(t) + e−(t)]/2.
Ci = new x(t).
new Ci+1 = Ci+1 + [e+(t) + e−(t)]/2.

8. Iterate op. 1–7 11 times for each IMF until only residue remains and
new x(t) = Ci+1 for next IMF.

Fig. 7. The steps of SAEMD are shown as follows. (a) is the original signal x(t) and (b) is the generated cosine wave gcos(t) for the fastest intermittent signals. (c) shows
the amplitude-biased signal x′(t) = x(t) + gcos(t) (blue line) and the mean (purple line) of upper and lower envelopes from x′(t). (d) represents x(t) and the mean of
envelopes for x′(t) are matched in the timing intervals of slow-oscillating wave. Therefore, the SAEMD can sift the signal in slow-oscillating intervals and remain the signal
in intermittent intervals. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
solve the boundary conditions because the ISBM is more orthogo-
nal than the mirror method [17] and the slope-based method [18].

In practical implementation of the proposed SAEMD-I algo-
rithm, there will be detailed design issues as listed below. We will
discuss each technical issue in Section 4 with experimental results
and specific design steps.

(a) Finding the minimal period: In order to make the extrema rate
consistent, the frequency of the fastest intermittent signals
must be found. The extrema rate with sinusoidal aids must
approximate the fastest intermittent frequency ωc .
(b) Categorize extrema points: Categorize signals into intermittent
regions and slow-oscillating regions. The threshold is deter-
mined by the fastest intermittent frequency.

(c) Addition of the generated cosine-like wave: Generate the
cosine-like function to assist data analysis. In intermittent
regions, the cosine-like function must bias the amplitude of
intermittent signals. In slow-oscillating regions, the cosine-like
function must make the extrema rate consistent with the in-
termittent regions and sift the ω � 2/3 × ωc components in
the iterative sifting process.
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Fig. 8. The relation between the space of extrema for a sine wave (the dashed line) riding on (a) a trend, (b) a low-frequency cosine wave, and (c) a mixture of a trend and
a low-frequency sine wave (the solid line). s1 is the original sine wave and the space of extrema from s2 is discussed. The maxima are marked by upper triangular and the
minima are marked by lower triangular. In (a), the space of extrema of s2 is equal to the one of s1. In (b), when the curvature of mean is negative, the space of maxima
becomes smaller and the space of minima becomes larger. In (c), when the curvature of mean varies from negative to positive, both the space of maxima and the space of
minima become smaller.
3.5. Summary of SAMED-I

In Table 1, the pseudo code of the SAEMD-I algorithm is sum-
marized. The corresponding design example of Fig. 7 is stated as
follows. Compared with classical EMD, the SAEMD-I adds Steps 2–4
for the amplitude-biased approach. In Fig. 7(a), Step 2 is to find the
maximum frequency ωc of intermittent signals. Step 3 categorizes
the extrema into intermittent regions (upper and lower triangular)
and slow-oscillating regions (dotted). In Fig. 7(b), Step 4 gener-
ates a cosine-like wave gcos(t) with frequency ωc and constant
amplitude Agcos. In the intermittent regions, the extrema of the
gcos(t) are set to the same time stamp with the ones of the inter-
mittent signals. In the slow-oscillating regions, the gcos(t) extends
from the nearest intermittent extrema with cosine function of fre-
quency ωc . In Step 5 (Fig. 7(c)), after adding gcos(t), the spaces of
extrema approximate consistent. In Step 6 (Fig. 7(d)), the mean
(purple line) of upper and lower envelopes passes through the
mean of intermittent terms and approximates the low-frequency
components in the slow-oscillating regions. Therefore, after 11 it-
erations of sifting means (Step 7), the SAEMD-I can locally sift the
ω � 2/3 × ωc frequency components. As a result, the SAEMD-I al-
gorithm can overcome the mode-mixing problem of EMD.

4. Design issues of the SAEMD algorithm

4.1. Finding the minimal period

In order to obtain the fastest carrier frequency of intermittent
signals for SAEMD, we adopt the space of extrema for evaluation.
To obtain the local carrier periods, the period number to be aver-
aged is as few as possible. However, the space of extrema for the
riding intermittent wave is easily affected by the slow-oscillating
means. As shown in Fig. 8, when a signal (solid line) s2(t) consists
of a simple sine wave (the dashed line) s1(t)

sin(πt/64), t ∈ Z, (20)

riding on different means, the means are set to a trend (oblique
line) in Fig. 8(a), a low-frequency wave

3 · cos(πt/256) (21)

in Fig. 8(b), and a mixture of a trend and a low-frequency wave

−6 · sin(πt/256) + 2/75 · t (22)

in Fig. 8(c).
Obviously, in comparison with s1(t), the locations of extrema of

s2(t) are affected by the slope of means in Fig. 8(a) and the spaces
Table 2
The process of finding the minimal
period.

if min(T4pp) � 3/4 × min(T6pp)

Tc = min(T4pp)

else
Tc = min(T6pp)

end

of extrema are affected by the curvature of means in Fig. 8(b) and
(c). For a convex mean in Fig. 8(b), since the spaces of maxima
are decreasing, the spaces of minima are increasing. Therefore, the
space of maxima and the space of minima must be jointly con-
sidered to compute the local period for the intermittent signals.
Furthermore, in some special cases, the mean is the mixture of a
trend and a low-frequency wave in Fig. 8(c). Both the spaces of
maxima and minima are smaller than the actual period of the in-
termittent signals. The right maximum is shifted left and the left
minimum is shifted right. Therefore, the local carrier period is av-
eraged from 3 neighboring periods.

In this paper, for time series x(t), let ex(i) and ti be the ordi-
nate and abscissa values of the ith extremum. For a local minimum
(respectively maximum) ex(i), the space of two neighboring max-
ima (respectively minima) is defined as T pp(i) = ti+1 − ti−1 and
the local period is defined as averaging two consecutive spaces of
extrema:

T2pp(i) = [
T pp(i − 1) + T pp(i)

]
/2

= (ti+2 + ti+1 − ti − ti−1)/2. (23)

The average of 2 consecutive local periods is defined as

T4pp(i) = (ti+3 − ti−1 + ti+4 − ti)/4 (24)

and the average of 3 consecutive local periods is defined as

T6pp(i) = (ti+6 + ti+5 − ti − ti−1)/6. (25)

Table 2 shows the process of finding the minimal period. In
convenience, we assume that Tc is the center period of the IMF.
Based on the proposed local bandwidth limitation, the local peri-
ods in an IMF are expected in the region of (3/4 × Tc , 3/2 × Tc).
In general, the center period of IMF is set to the minimal value of
averaging 3 consecutive local periods, min(T6pp). However, in cer-
tain cases, the intermittent signals contain only two local periods
in each starting interval. The average of 3 local periods takes one
slow-oscillating period into account and much larger than the ac-
tual period of intermittent signals. Since min(T4pp) is expected in
the region of (3/4 × Tc, Tc), a threshold of min(T4p) can be set to
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Table 3
The categorizing process of extrema.

for i = 1–Nex
if i 
= 1,Nex

if T pp(i) � T lim and [T2pp(i) � T lim or T2pp(i − 1) � T lim]
ex(i) ∈ the intermittent region

else
ex(i) ∈ the slow-oscillating region

else
if |ti − boundary| � T lim

ex(i) ∈ the intermittent region
else

ex(i) ∈ the slow-oscillating region
end

Nex is the number of extrema.

identify Tc . If min(T4pp) is less than 3/4 in terms of min(T6pp), the
center period is set as min(T4pp).

While the center period approximates the data length in the
latter IMFs, the few periods make the average center period im-
precise. Therefore, the only solution is to increase the measured
data length. Generally, the intermittent signals or an IMF with ob-
vious amplitude variation occur in the high-frequency domain. By
contrast, the signals in slow frequency domain have slow ampli-
tude variation or just a trend. Under this assumption, the effects
of this challenge can be ignored; otherwise, the only method is to
increase the data length.

4.2. Categorize extrema points

Table 3 shows the categorizing process to determine which ex-
trema belong to the intermittent region. The limit of local period
T lim is set as a threshold of local period. When a local period is less
than the limit period, the extrema inside the local period are con-
sidered as intermittent extrema. Otherwise, the extrema are con-
sidered inside the slow-oscillating regions. The limit of local period
is one of the most important issues in the proposed SAEMD-I al-
gorithm. The intermittent regions must satisfy that the frequency
components would not be sifted, even when the local periods vary
in the bandwidth. Considered with the bandwidth limit in Sec-
tion 3.1, the minimal space of extrema can reach 3/4 × Tc in
transient time. According to Section 3.2, the cut-off frequency is
2/3 in terms of the extrema rate for 11 iterations of sifting pro-
cess. Therefore, when local period reaches 3/4 × Tc in transient
time, the components with period smaller than

T lim = 3/4 × Tc × 3/2 = 9/8 × Tc (26)

would not be sifted after 11 iterations of sifting process. As a result
the limit of local period is set to 9/8 × Tc .

Except for the first and last extrema, the requirements to iden-
tify which extrema belong to the intermittent region are stated as
follows: (1) For a minimum (respectively maximum), the space of
two neighboring maxima (respectively minima) must be less than
T lim. (2) The local period which contains the extrema inside must
be less than T lim. The local period of a minimum (maximum) can
be calculated with either the left space of minima (respectively
maxima) or the right one. When both of the two requirements
are satisfied, the extrema is categorized into the intermittent re-
gions in SAEMD-I algorithm. Otherwise, the extremum belongs to
the slow-oscillating region.

For the first and last extrema, the corresponding space of ex-
trema is incomplete wave and to categorize these extrema is dif-
ficult. To be more concrete, let us assume the first extremum is a
maximum. When the space between the first extremum and the
left boundary is less than T lim, the left space of maxima of the
first extremum is possibly less than T lim and to be a part of inter-
mittent signals. In conservation, the first extremum is categorized
into intermittent region. Since extrapolating the extrema is gen-
erally used for the boundary condition, such as linear prediction
[2], mirror method [17], and SBM [18], the data is expected in-
side the upper and lower envelopes. The categorizing procedure
can prevent the extrema near the boundary from outside the re-
gions between upper and lower envelopes after adding sinusoidal
signal.

4.3. Addition of the generated cosine-like wave

In sinusoidal-assisted data analysis, a sinusoidal signal is added
into data to help data analysis. The purpose of the sinusoidal sig-
nal is to make the extrema rate consistent after adding data. The
frequency of the sinusoidal signal affects the bandwidth of IMF
separation. The SAEMD sets the sinusoidal frequency as the fastest
carrier frequency in data and biases the amplitude of intermittent
signal.

In order to make the extrema rate consistent, the generated
cosine-like wave, denoted as gcos(t), with constant amplitude
Agcos is added to the signal to bias the amplitude of the high-
frequency intermittent signal. The gcos(t) is produced by the fol-
lowing rules and described in the following subsections.

1. In the intermittent region, the extrema of the gcos(t) are set
to the same time stamp of the extrema in the original signal.

2. In the slow-oscillating region, the gcos(t) is a segmented co-
sine function and extended from the nearest extrema in the
intermittent regions to meet the constant extrema rate. The
frequency of gcos(t) must satisfy the requirement of ω

.= ωc .
3. The amplitude Agcos must be large enough such that x′(t) =

x(t) + gcos(t) has consistent extrema rate.

4.3.1. Amplitude of gcos(t)
In order to meet the consistent extrema rate, the amplitude,

Agcos, of the gcos(t) must be large enough such that extrema
of gcos(t) can be observed after adding data. For this goal, in
the viewpoint of magnitude, the mean slope between extrema in
gcos(t) must be higher than the mean slope of the same time du-
rations in data. To more concrete, in arbitrary intervals of Tc/2 in
the slow-oscillating region, the absolute differences in gcos(t) must
be greater than the one of data. The formula can be represented as

max
∣∣gcos(t) − gcos(t + Tc/2)

∣∣ � max
∣∣x(τ ) − x(τ + Tc/2)

∣∣, (27)

where {t, t + Tc/2} and {τ , τ + Tc/2} are arbitrary intervals in the
slow-oscillating regions. Since the period of gcos(t) is set to Tc , the
max difference of gcos(t) is shown as

max
∣∣gcos(t) − gcos(t + Tc/2)

∣∣ = 2Agcos. (28)

As a result, when the slope between extrema of gcos(t) is higher
than the maximum slope of s(t), extrema can be created after
adding the gcos(t) into s(t). Therefore, the lower bound of Agcos
is presented as

Agcos � max
∣∣x(τ ) − x(τ + Tc/2)

∣∣/2. (29)

However, if Agcos is much larger than the lower bound in a
low sampling rate, estimation error occurs in finding the extrema
of x′(t). As a result, the amplitude Agcos is set to the low bound
in (29) and the estimation error from mismatching of extrema lo-
cations will be discussed in Section 5.2.

4.3.2. Waveform of gcos(t)
In Fig. 9(a), an example of the mode-mixing problem is raised

to explain the procedure of generating gcos(t). The extrema in
slow-oscillating region are dotted, and the extrema in intermit-
tent regions are labeled by upper and lower triangles. In Fig. 9(b),
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Fig. 9. An example of how the gcos(t) is generated. (a) is the input signal x(t). The extrema in the slow-oscillating regions are dotted and the extrema in the intermittent
regions are labeled by upper and lower triangles. (b) is the generated cosine-like wave, gcos(t) with constant amplitude Agcos . (c) is the amplitude-biased signal x′(t) =
x(t) + gcos(t). In (d), the black line is x(t) and the gray line is the means produced from (c). After sifting means, the periods of (e) approximate consistent. Therefore, the
proposed sinusoidal-assisted data analysis can solve the mode-mixing.
the gcos(t) is segmented cosine function and generated from the
extrema in the intermittent regions, denoted by intermittent ex-
trema. The left nearest intermittent extremum is assumed to be
the Lth extremum, and the right nearest intermittent extremum is
assumed to be the Rth extremum. The ith extremum is denoted
by ex(i).

In the intermittent region (R = L + 1), we expect the means
after amplitude biasing is equal to the means of original signal.
Therefore, we raise the maxima points by Agcos as the new max-
ima points and diminish the minima points by Agcos as the new
minima points. For this target, the extrema points of x(t) and
gcos(t) must locate at the same time stamp. In Fig. 9(a), the in-
terval between nth and (n + 1)th extrema is raised as example.
The gcos(t) in the interval of tL � t � tR can be formulated as

gcos(t) = (−1)h Agcos × cos
[
2π(t − tL)/Ttemp

]
, (30)

where

h =
{

1, when ex(L) is local minima;
0, when ex(L) is local maxima,

(31)

is the index of whether the ex(L) is a local maximum or minimum.
The temporal period Ttemp can be obtained by

Ttemp = 2 × (tR − tL). (32)

In the slow-oscillating region (R > L + 1), the gcos(t) is ex-
tended by the left and right neighboring intermittent extrema with
period Tc . Fig. 9(a) raises an example for the slow-oscillating re-
gion during 212–348 time units, and the two nearest intermittent
extrema locate at tm and tn . The temporal period is expected to
approximate Tc and evaluated from the cumulative spaces of ex-
trema, including the spaces of minima and the ones of maxima.
The equation of mean period can be expressed as

(2k + odd) · Tmean = (tn+1 + tn) − (tm−1 + tm), (33)

where k is integer, and odd indicates whether the cumulative
spaces of extrema contain odd periods or even periods. The odd
index can be presented as

odd =
{

1, when {ex(m), ex(n)} are 2 maxima/2 minima,
0, when {ex(m), ex(n)} are 1 maximum and

1 minimum.

(34)

For example, if the ex(m) and ex(n) are both maxima, the spaces of
minima contain 1 more period than the spaces of maxima. On the
other hand, if the ex(m) is a maximum and ex(n) is a minimum,
both the space of maxima and the space of minima contain k pe-
riods. The Tmean is expected to be equal to or slightly larger than
the minimal period Tc for sifting the T > 3/2 · Tc components. As
a result, k can be obtained by

k = ⌊[
(tn+1 + tn − tm − tm−1)/Tc − odd

]
/2

⌋
. (35)

Finally, after substituting k into (33), the mean period Tmean can
be obtained.

The gcos(t) in slow-oscillating regions are expected to fit the
requirement of similar mean period. Because the locations of ex-
trema are easily affected by the slope of the trend, both the in-
termittent maxima and minima should be jointly considered for
generating gcos(t). Therefore, in Fig. 9(a), gcos(t) is segmented
into 3 intervals {tm, tu}, {tu, tv}, and {tv, tn}. For the boundary
conditions of slow-oscillating region, the tu is the first predicted
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Fig. 10. The intrinsic mode functions of synthetic mode-mixing are decomposed by (a) EEMD and (b) SAEMD-I.
extremum, and the tv is the last predicted extremum in the inter-
val of {tm, tn}. The tu and tv are determined by

2 × tu − tm − tm−1 = tn + tn+1 − 2 × tv = 1.5 × Tmean. (36)

The tL of the 3 segmented intervals are given by tm , tu, and tv , re-
spectively. In the first interval, the Ttemp is set to tu − tm; the Ttemp
in the 2nd interval is set to Tmean; the Ttemp in the 3rd interval is
set to tn − tv . Substituting tL and Ttemp into (30), the gcos(t) in
slow-oscillating regions can be generated.

After x(t) in Fig. 9(a) is added by gcos(t) in Fig. 9(b), the
amplitude-biased signal x′(t) in Fig. 9(c) has consistent extrema
rate. Therefore, the means (gray line) of upper and lower envelopes
in Fig. 9(d) can pass through the means of intermittent signal.
After sifting means, the IMF has consistent extrema rate and the
mode-mixing is solved in Fig. 9(e).

4.4. Experimental results

In order to examine the performance of SAEMD-I, two mode-
mixing applications in [2] are applied. One is the synthetic mode-
mixing test pattern and the other is the Global Sea Surface Tem-
perature (GSST) application from 1856 to 2003. For EMD decom-
position, the two applications have mode-mixing problem in the
IMFs. For SAEMD-I decomposition, the local periods in each IMF
approximate a constant value. Therefore, how the SAEMD-I solves
the mode-mixing problem can be observed.

4.4.1. Applications to synthetic mode-mixing signals
In general, an example of the mode-mixing [2] is shown in

Fig. 1. The mode-mixing contains three fast intermittent waves rid-
ing on a slow-oscillating wave. The IMFs of ensemble-100 EEMD
with 0.1 noise amplitude and SAEMD-I are shown in Fig. 10. In
EEMD, the major parts of intermittent waves are decomposed into
the 2nd and 3rd IMFs; the slow-oscillating wave is decomposed
into the 4th and 5th IMFs. In SAEMD-I, the intermittent waves are
decomposed into IMF 1 and 2; the slow-oscillating wave is decom-
posed into IMF 3. Except the noises in EEMD, the IMFs of EEMD
and the ones of SAEMD-I are similar. Therefore, the SAEMD-I is a
very good approximation of EEMD in signal extraction.

4.4.2. Applications to real-world data
In Fig. 11(a), the global sea surface temperature (GSST) recoded

from 1857 to 2003 is used to examine how the SAEMD-I algo-
rithm solves the mode-mixing problem. The GSST are decomposed
by EMD and SAEMD-I into IMFs in Fig. 11. Fig. 11(b) shows that
EMD suffers from mode-mixing problem in the second IMF and the
third ones. The different scale signals in the dashed circle should
be decomposed into the next IMF in Fig. 11(b). Fig. 11(c) shows
that the local periods approximate a constant value for each IMF.
Therefore, the proposed SAEMD-I can separate signals of different
scales without undue mode-mixing.

5. Type-II SAEMD algorithm (SAEMD-II)

5.1. Problem of sampling rate in real-world data

Sampling rate is an important issue in HHT [17]. The sampling
rate is expected to be much higher than all the frequency compo-
nents in data for obtaining exact extrema locations. The extrema
locations affect the procedure of interpolating envelopes in HHT.
However, some applications, such as length of day (LOD) [2], have
fixed sampling rate and cannot be resampled for a much higher
rate than data. For these applications, the sinusoidal signal added
in data for SADA is not zero-mean and brings estimation error in
the procedure of interpolating upper and lower envelopes. In the
masking method [5] (a previous work of SADA), the frequency of
sinusoidal signal must be higher than all the frequency compo-
nents in data. While the highest frequency of intermittent signal
reaches half of sampling rate, the masking method cannot gener-
ate a sinusoidal signal with higher frequency than data without
aliasing. Therefore, the issue of low sampling rate is the reason
why the masking method cannot be applied in certain real-world
applications.

Although the proposed SAEMD-I uses the concept of ampli-
tude biasing for mode-mixing, the SAEMD-I also faces the problem
of estimation error from low sampling rate. In some cases, there
are new intermittent components revealed after sifting means dur-
ing the iterative sifting process of SAEMD-I. The new intermittent
components may be a true intermittent signal in original data or
an estimation error from the added gcos(t). If the new intermit-
tent components are estimation errors and viewed as intermittent
signals, the estimation error may affect the result of finding the
minimal period. As a result, how to identify the estimation error is
an important issue, too.

In order to solve the low sampling rate problem, we derive
type-II SAEMD algorithm (SAEMD-II) (1) to reduce the estimation
error with data interpolation and (2) to identify estimation error
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Fig. 11. (a) The global sea surface temperature from 1857 to 2003 is decomposed by (b) EMD and (c) SAEMD-I. In (b), the dashed circle shows the mode-mixing that different
frequency-scale signals cannot be separated in the IMFs of EMD. (c) By contrast, the frequency-scales in each IMF are similar and the mode-mixing problem can be solved
by SAEMD-I.
by threshold mechanism. The two design issues are in detail dis-
cussed as follows.

5.2. Design issues of the SAEMD-II

Sampling rate is an important issue in both EMD and SAEMD-I
algorithms. The estimation error of sampling rate is first analyzed
in [17]. When analyzing a pure tone of normalized frequency f ,
the result of EMD is expected to be an IMF and no residual. Be-
cause of the unavoidable influence of sampling, the EMD may cre-
ate jitter extrema when there are only a few points in a period. In
the experiments of [17], the estimation error e( f ) is defined as a
function of the tone frequency f , denoted by

e( f ) =
(∑

n

(
x f [n] − d[n])2/∑

n

x2
f [n]

)1/2

, (37)

where d[n] stands for the first IMF extracted from the tone x f [n]
of frequency f . The estimation error heavily depends on f and has
an upper bound that

e( f )� 4 f 2. (38)

The estimation error reaches minima when the tone period is an
even multiple of the sampling period [17]. The generated cosine
function of the SAEMD-I is similar with a pure-tone signal. There-
fore, the SAEMD-I also encounters the estimation error problem
when there are a few sampling points in a center period. While
e( f ) is normalized with pure-tone signal, the influence of estima-
tion error is proportional to the amplitude of pure-tone signal. As
a result, the Agcos is set to be the lower bound in Section 4.3. For
SAEMD-I, the estimation error may influence the statistics of cen-
ter frequency in the next iteration of sifting process.
In this paper, we derive the SAEMD-II algorithm to overcome
the sampling rate issue. The SAEMD-II uses (1) data interpola-
tion to reduce the estimation error from low sampling rate and
(2) threshold mechanism to prevent from calculating the estima-
tion error in the procedure of finding the minimal period. These
two techniques are in detail discussed in the following.

5.2.1. Data interpolation to reduce estimation error from sampling rate
In lines 17–18 of Table 4, in order to reduce the influence of

sampling rate, interpolating data before SAEMD-I is proposed in
the SAEMD-II. Initially, an upper bound of the estimation error is
set as 1% of the generated cosine-like function. According to (38),
there must be at least 20 samples in a tone period. In SAEMD-II, if
there are less than 20 sampling points in a period of intermittent
signals, the data must be interpolated with ratio

ratio = �20/Tc	, (39)

where Tc is the center period. After interpolating, the estimation
error of gcos(t) is guaranteed to be less than 1%.

Interpolation algorithm for data is an important issue in
SAEMD-II. Since the SAEMD-I and SAEMD-II algorithms are very
sensitive to the extremum points, the interpolation method cannot
be allowed to create any additional extremum point. Therefore,
the cubic-spline interpolation or other higher-order interpolation
methods cannot be applied. By contrast, the Akima interpola-
tion method [19] does not create new extrema and calculated
with smaller computation overhead than cubic-spline interpo-
lation. Therefore, the Akima interpolation method is chosen in
SAEMD-II for raising the sampling rate.

In HHT, the center period of the later IMF should be larger than
the one of the frontier IMF. According to the 2/3 cut-off frequency
ratio of Section 3.1, the relations of Tc in IMFs can be stated as:

Tc(i + 1st IMF) � 1.5 × Tc(ith IMF). (40)
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Table 4
Step 2 of SAEMD-II.

1. Input:
2. Extrema points: {t(i), ex(i)}
3. Output:
4. Center period of intermittent signals.
5. Selection:
6. Find min(T4pp) and min(T6pp) with amplitude larger than error threshold.
7. if min(T4pp) < 3/4 × min(T6pp)

8. Tc = min(T4pp)

9. else
10. Tc = min(T6pp)

11. endif
12. if Tc � 1.5 × Tc (previous IMF)
13. Tc = 1.5 × Tc (previous IMF)
14. elseif Tc � oldTc/2
15. reset iter = 1
16. endif
17. if Tc < 20
18. x(t) = Akima interpolation [x(t)] with ratio = �20/Tc	
19. elseif Tc/ratioprevious > 20
20. x(t) = downsample [x(t)] with previous ratio.
21. endif
When estimation errors are calculated in the procedure of finding
the minimal period in SAEMD-I, the Tc in SAEMD-I may be less
than 1.5 times of the one in previous IMF. Therefore, we set the
1.5 times of center period in previous IMF as the threshold of Tc

in lines 12–13. In lines 14–16, when the center period of the later
IMF is larger than 20 times of previous interpolating ratio, the in-
terpolated data can be downsampled to original data rate for low
computation complexity.

5.2.2. Threshold of the estimation error
In order to detect the real intermittent signal from the esti-

mation error, a threshold of amplitude must be set. If the absolute
value of signal difference between neighboring extrema is less than
the threshold, the extrema are considered as estimation error. Oth-
erwise, the extrema are considered as parts of true signal and
statistic in the process of finding the minimal local period. After
data interpolation, according to (38), the estimation error is bound
by 1% of gcos(t). Since the difference between neighboring extrema
in gcos(t) is 2 × Agcos, the threshold of estimation error is set to
0.02 × Agcos.

In line 1 of Table 4, the SAEMD-II modifies Step 2 of SAEMD-I.
First, the slopes among extrema are used to identify which is hor-
izontal line. If four extrema have no horizontal line among them,
the local period can be computed by averaging the spaces of ex-
trema. Second, according to the requirement of sampling rate, the
data must be interpolated with ratio of �20/Tmin	 to reduce the
estimation error when the space of maxima or minima is less than
20 sampling periods. Finally, if the Tmin is less than the old Tmin/2,
it indicates that new extrema occur with a much higher mainlobe
frequency. The iteration index, iter, must be reset to one for an-
other eleven iterations.

In summary, SAMED-II can solve the following issues encoun-
tered in SAEMD-I.

1. Problem 1: The SAEMD-I cannot decompose the data with low
sampling rate. The SAEMD-II initially interpolates the data to
reduce the estimation error from low sampling rate.

2. Problem 2: The SAEMD-I cannot identify the estimation er-
ror from intermittent signals. Because the data interpolation
of SAEMD-II can reduce the estimation error with an upper
bound (1% of added sinusoidal function). A threshold mech-
anism can be applied to separate the estimation error from
intermittent signals.
5.3. Experimental results

5.3.1. Experimental setup
In order to examine the effects of estimation error in the

SAEMD-I and SAEMD-II algorithms, a synthetic application of
mode-mixing problem is applied. In Fig. 12, the synthetic pat-
tern s(t) is composed of two intermittent signals, s1(t) and s2(t),
with different frequencies and a slow cosine wave s3(t). s1(t) is
a high-frequency intermittent signal and original sampling rate is
not faster than 20 in terms of s1(t) frequency. In s(t), only the
intermittent signal of s2(t) can be revealed by extrema at initial.
The s1(t) is hidden by the large slope of s3(t). However, after sift-
ing the s3(t) by SAEMD-I, the s1(t) and the estimation errors are
revealed.

5.3.2. Performance improvement of the data interpolation technique
To evaluate the influence of sampling rate, the SAEMD-I and

SAEMD-II are applied in synthetic applications. For the applica-
tions with insufficient sampling rate, the sinusoidal signal added in
SAEMD-I is not zero-mean and brings estimation error in the pro-
cedure of interpolating upper and lower envelopes. The SAEMD-I
possibly views the estimation error from low sampling rate as in-
termittent signals. In Fig. 13, the SAEMD-I decomposition results
are shown. To prevent infinite iteration, the number of IMFs is
limited by 18. By finding the maximum likelihood of s1(t) − s3(t),
the major terms of the synthetic signal are decomposed into C12,
C17, and Residues, respectively. The other IMFs are affected by es-
timation error. As we can see, the estimation error is the major
problem encountered in the SAEMD-I algorithm. In Fig. 14(a), the
data interpolation is applied to SAEMD-I algorithm. According to
the maximum likelihood, the s1(t) is decomposed into IMF 4, and
the s2(t) is decomposed into IMF 8. The s3(t) is decomposed into
IMF 9. The IMF 1–11 in Fig. 13 are produced by the estimation
error of SAEMD-I. With the data interpolation method, the estima-
tion error terms are reduced to IMF 1–3 in Fig. 14(a). Therefore,
most estimation error terms are reduced by the data interpolation
method.

5.3.3. Performance improvement of the error threshold technique
In Fig. 14(b), with error threshold, the results of SAEMD-II are

more similar with original signals than the ones in Fig. 14(a) which
applies data interpolation only in SAEMD-I. In Fig. 14(b), the s1(t)
is decomposed into IMF 1 and the s2(t) is decomposed into IMF 4.
The major components of s3(t) are decomposed into IMF 5. Com-
pared with the EEMD result in Fig. 15, which is the well-known
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Fig. 12. A synthetic application of mode-mixing problem. s(t) = s1(t)+ s2(t)+ s3(t). s1(t) and s2(t) are intermittent signals. s3(t) is slow-oscillating wave. Since the amplitude
of s1(t) is small in respect to the slope of s(t), s1(t) produces no additional extrema in s(t).

Fig. 13. The IMFs of SAEMD-I are applied without data interpolation: (a) C1–C9 and (b) C10–Residues.

Fig. 14. After data interpolation, (a) the SAEMD-I with data interpolation results, and (b) the SAEMD-II results. (a) Some estimation error occurs in IMF 2 and 3, and (b) the
threshold method solves the estimation error.
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Fig. 15. The EEMD with noise amplitude of 0.1 and ensemble-100 are used for the
synthetic application.

solution for mode-mixing problem, the results of SAEMD-II do not
have noise injection and fully depend on the signal. As a result,
the SAEMD-II can have no noise-aided decomposition and suitable
for the mode-mixing problem with EMD-like algorithm.

6. Application to real-world data and analysis of computational
complexity

In this paper, SAEMD-I is used to explain the concepts of SADA,
and suffers from estimation error of low sampling rate. Only the
SAEMD-II is proposed to solve the mode-mixing for real-world ap-
plications and low computational complexity and applied in com-
parison. Since the masking methods [5,6] cannot be applied for
real-world applications, the masking methods are not used in com-
parison. In order to examine the performance and computational
complexity of SAEMD-II, two real-world signals are processed by
EEMD and SAEMD-II for the performance comparison. The compu-
tational complexity is then analyzed and compared with 3 real-
world signals. In performance analysis of El Niño, the SAEMD-II
uses no noise in the process, so the minimal correlation coefficient
(−0.95 in C12) is better than the one of E-100 and Std-0.4 EEMD.
For the applications of El Niño, the SAEMD-II can improve around
11–13 in terms of the computation speed of E-100 EEMD.

6.1. Application to El Niño-Southern Oscillation

To evaluate the performance of SAEMD-II, a famous work of El
Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in EEMD [2], which evaluates the
correlation of South Oscillation Index (SOI) and Cold Tongue Index
(CTI) to identify the El Niño effect, is applied. The SOI is a nor-
malized monthly sea level pressure index based on the pressure
records collected in Darwin, Australia, and Tahiti Island in the east-
ern tropical Pacific. The CTI is defined as the average large year to
year Sea-Surface-Temperature anomaly fluctuations over 6◦N–6◦S
180–90◦W. The SOI and CTI are measured from 1870 to 2003 and
have high correlation (−0.57) in whole data set. Since the correla-
tion between SOI and CTI is negative, for convenience, the decom-
position results of SOI and minus CTI (−CTI) are compared.

After applying the SAEMD-II algorithm, the SOI and −CTI are
decomposed into IMFs in Fig. 16. The correlation coefficients be-
tween the IMFs of SOI and the ones of −CTI are shown in Fig. 17.
In order to avoid the data miss error [2], only the decomposition
results after 1935 are compared. Because the broad timescales of
El Niño is from 2 to 20 years [2], the IMFs on these timescales
are expected to be highly correlated. Since SOI and −CTI have a
high correlation (0.68) in the data set from 1935 to 2003, after
Fig. 16. The IMFs of SOI (gray line) and −CTI (black line) (1935–2003) are processed
by SAEMD-II. IMF components C7–C11 are highly correlated.

Fig. 17. The correlation coefficient of the SOI and −CTI (1935–2002) and their corre-
sponding IMFs are shown. The meaningful IMFs locate on the average period from 2
to 20 years [2]. IMFs (C7–C11) of SAEMD-II are compared with 3 IMFs of EEMD for
different noise amplitudes which are standard deviations of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 respec-
tively. Only C10 of SAEMD-II are slightly lower than EEMD with noise amplitude of
0.4 standard deviations; the other 3 components are lower than EEMD.

removing the independent components, the correlation coefficient
between their IMFs should be higher than 0.68 during 2–20 years.
In Fig. 17, the decomposition results of ensemble-100 EEMD with
3 different noise amplitudes are applied as references. The 3 dif-
ferent noise amplitudes, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 in terms of standard
deviations, cover the range (0.1, 0.4) suggested in EEMD [2]. The
IMF components from SAEMD-II with mean periods of 2.5 (C7),
3.8 (C8), 5.7 (C9), 10.1 (C10) and 15.8 (C11) years are examined.

In the experimental results of Fig. 17, C9 of SAEMD-II is slightly
higher than the results of E-100 and Std-0.4 EEMD. It is because
the trend of −CTI varies fast at the right boundary of input data for
C9 in Fig. 18 and produces some error in boundary prediction of
envelopes. The boundary condition also affects the results of EEMD
with noise amplitude of 0.1 and 0.2. The correlation coefficient at
6 year in period is obviously higher than the ones of other com-
ponents during 2–20 years. Except for C9, the other components
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Fig. 18. In the input of the 9th IMF computation, the signal to be decomposed is shown. The black line is −CTI and the gray line is SOI. When the oscillation is growing near
the right boundary, the prediction of boundary method may cause mismatch in the decomposition.

Table 5
Computational complexity analysis of EEMD and SAEMD-II.

Computational complexity EEMD [2] SAEMD-II

Find extrema 10 ∗ Ne ∗ Nc ∗ N ∗ 4 ∗ Add 11 ∗ Nc ∗ N ∗ 2 ∗ 4 ∗ Add

Interpolating upper and lower
envelopes

10 ∗ Ne ∗ Nc ∗ Nex ∗ 5 ∗ Div+
10 ∗ Ne ∗ Nc ∗ (Nex ∗ 11 + N ∗ 7 ∗ 2)∗ Add +
10 ∗ Ne ∗ Nc ∗ (Nex ∗ 6 + N ∗ 3 ∗ 2) ∗ Mul

11 ∗ Nc ∗ Nex ∗ 5 ∗ Div+
11∗ Nc ∗ (Nex∗11+ N ∗7∗2)∗Add +
11 ∗ Nc ∗ (Nex ∗ 6 + N ∗ 3 ∗ 2) ∗ Mul

Sift means 10 ∗ Ne ∗ Nc ∗ N ∗ 2 ∗ Add 11 ∗ Nc ∗ N ∗ 2 ∗ Add

Finding the minimal period 0 11 ∗ Nc ∗ Nex ∗ 5 ∗ Add

Categorize extrema points 0 11 ∗ Nc ∗ Nex ∗ 3 ∗ Add

Adds the generated cosine wave 0 11 ∗ Nc ∗ N ∗ Add + 11 ∗ Nc ∗ N ∗ Cos

Adds AWGN noise Ne∗ N ∗4∗Add+ Ne∗ N ∗4∗Mul +
Ne ∗ N ∗ Log + Ne ∗ N ∗ Sqrt

0

Ensemble IMFs Ne ∗ Nc ∗ N ∗ Add +
Nc ∗ N ∗ Mul

0

Nc means total number of IMFs and N means the data size. Ne means the ensemble number and Nex means the average extrema number per IMF.
Add means addition and Cos means cosine. Div means divider and Mul means multiply. Log means logarithm and Sqrt means square root.

Table 6
Comparison of computation time between EEMD and SAEMD-II with 3 complex natural signals.

EEMD [2] iHH [6] SAEMD-II

Time Impr. Time Impr.

Length of day (LOD) 1761.6 sec (E-800, Std-0.2) 120 sec 14.7× 52.43 sec 33.6×
Cold Tongue Index (CTI) 27.3 sec (E-100, Std-0.4) 3.01 sec 9.1× 2.14 sec 12.8×
South Oscillation Index (SOI) 25.7 sec (E-100, Std-0.4) 3.21 sec 8× 2.31 sec 11.1×

E indicates the ensemble number and Std indicates the noise amplitude which is added in EEMD [2]. Impr. means improvement ratio. The improvement ratio is normalized
by the results of EEMD.
of SAEMD-II have lower correlation coefficients than the results of
EEMD. The highest correlation coefficient of SAEMD-II can reach
0.95 at IMF C8. It is because the proposed SAEMD-II adds no addi-
tional noise into signals in comparison with the EEMD.

6.2. Analysis and comparison of computational complexity

Although EEMD has already been a mature tool to decompose
nonlinear and non-stationary signals, the computational complex-
ity of EEMD is around the ones of EMD multiplied with the en-
semble number. The ensemble number is generally set above 100
and depends on applications. For some applications which require
real-time processing, such as ultrasound systems, the high com-
putational complexity is unacceptable. In [20], the software profile
presents that the cubic-spline interpolation (46.6%) and find ex-
trema (39.2%) dominate the computational complexity of EMD.

Table 5 shows more detailed analysis of computational com-
plexity between the EEMD [2] and the proposed SAEMD-II. The
computational complexity is analyzed by fundamental arithmetic
functions, such as addition, multiplier, and so on. The first 3 pro-
cesses form EMD dominate the computational complexity of EEMD
and the process of interpolating upper and lower envelopes is the
major part of EMD.

The cubic-spline algorithm, which contains a tridiagonal matrix
solver and a 3rd order polynomial interpolation, is generally ap-
plied for the upper and lower envelopes. The tridiagonal matrix
solver uses the extrema information to calculate the polynomial
coefficient for interpolation. Therefore, the computational complex-
ity of the tridiagonal matrix solver is proportional to the number
of extrema which depends on the applications, and the computa-
tional complexity of the 3rd order interpolation is proportional to
the data length.

In EEMD, since the number of extrema depends on the AWGN
and applications, the computation speed of EEMD is difficult
to predict. In comparison with EEMD in Table 5, the proposed
SAEMD-II reduces the ensemble number to 1 in the first 3 proce-
ses and adds the 4th–6th process for amplitude-biasing approach
in each iteration. The interpolating envelopes and number of ex-
trema also dominate the computational complexity of SAEMD-II.
The number of extrema in SAEMD-II is the fastest carrier frequency
multiplied with data length for each IMF. Because the number
of extrema in EEMD is unpredictable for AWGN, the computation
speed up of SAEMD-II to EEMD is difficult to evaluate by Table 5.

In Table 6, since the computation complexity depends on the
extrema number and the data length of applications, 3 complex
natural signals (LOD, CTI, and SOI) are applied to evaluate the com-
putation time by Matlab tool. The experimental environment is set
on Windows 7–64 bits platform and a 2.4 GHz CPU (Intel Q6600)
computer with 6 GB RAM. In the experimental results, the param-
eter settings of ensemble number and noise amplitude in EEMD
[2] are repeated, and improved Hilbert–Huang method (iHH [6])
is also compared. The iHH method adopts fast Fourier transform
(FFT) to identify the frequencies of masking signals. For the same
application, the speed improvement of the proposed SAEMD-II is
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almost proportional to the ensemble number of EEMD, but the
speed up ratio does not remain for different applications. For ex-
ample of LOD, in order to observe the revolution period, a huge
ensemble number of 800 is required to reduce the self-added noise
influence. In comparison with E-800 EEMD, the SAEMD-II can have
33.6 times of speed improvement for LOD application. The other 2
test patterns present the general case of ensemble 100 in EEMD.
The proposed SAEMD-II can have about 11–13 times of speed im-
provement. For different applications, the speed improvement of
the proposed SAEMD-II still depends on the average extrema num-
ber in applications. In the three applications, the SAEMD-II is faster
than the iHH [6] because the FFT in iHH consumes computation
complexity. In compared with iHH, the SAEMD-II can have 1.4–2.3
times of speed improvement. As a result, SAEMD-II can be con-
sidered as a fast approximation for EEMD with low computation
time.

7. Conclusions

In recent works [2], the EEMD is used to solve the mode-mixing
for HHT. However, the EEMD requires high computational com-
plexity in ensemble. In this paper, we extend the EMD method for
solving the mode-mixing by AM model and amplitude-biased ap-
proach. For low computational complexity, the SAEMD-I algorithm
is proposed to solve the mode-mixing problem, and to explain the
fundamental concept of SADA. However, for the applications with
unknown maximal data rate, the SAEMD-I algorithm encounters
estimation error from imprecise extrema locations. The SAEMD-II
is then proposed to enhance the sampling rate of data. When the
sampling rate is much higher than data, the behavior of SAEMD-
II is equivalent to the one of SAEMD-I. Finally, the SAEMD-II is
proposed for solving the mode-mixing in real-world applications
with low computational complexity. For the correlation coefficient
of CTI IMFs and SOI ones, the SAEMD-II can have comparable per-
formance (−0.95 at IMF 8) with ensemble 100 and 0.4 noise am-
plitude EEMD. In comparison with E-100 EEMD, the SAEMD-II has
about 11–13 times improvement in terms of computation speed
for El Niño applications.
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